Resolved, the Steering Committee unanimously approves the Meeting Minutes of May 12th, 2021.

Marketing Updates
Hassan Jaber presented an update of the ongoing marketing activities, including:
→ IoT and Edge Days (249 registrations) 25% more than was targeted.
→ Edge of things forum to be held on June 22nd, 2021 (1hr)
→ 10th anniversary for iot working group is coming up
→ A new white paper plan is being prepared, expect more information on the next SC meeting.

2021 Program plan (progress update)
Kilton Hopkins talked about which gaps in the whole edge computing industry, the Edge NWG can
address. Angelo Corsaro presented zenoh’s advantages and proposed to do a white paper on edge data management. The discussion continued over the google-doc document with the Edge Native Initiatives here.

Some potential products/results are:

1. Perspectives on the commercial adoption survey
2. (Potential) Edge device security white paper (from past panels)
3. Edge Data Management white paper

Frederic Desbiends will look into technical tools that will enable the coming work of writing a collaborative white paper e.g. AsciiDoc.

**Membership pipeline**

Kilton Hopkins presented some updates on the membership pipeline, PTC has not given updates. People from OpenNebula will attend the next community meeting.

**Next Meeting**

Resolved, the next meeting will be held on Wednesday, June 9th, 2021